
REI-80II

REI-80II/120IIS

Case：REI-120ⅡS Outer Case /80II Outer Case 
Bottles：REI-120IIS/80II

Accessories：REI-120II S Overcap 
                        
　　　　　　    

 PD-P0324RR pump

A series of sustainable refill bottles
with a matte texture that creates 

 a sense of luxury!

P-Alm Cap

A refill bottle system with a luxurious matte appearance. 
The sleek design with simple and sharp lines creates a sense of unity

between the various components. Two bottle sizes are available now : 80 ml and 120 ml.
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REI-80Ⅱ/120ⅡS

Dosage options

REI-120ⅡS
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※1 Molding method: ISB stands for Injection Stretch Blow Molding
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Refill replacement method 
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New refill bottle series

P-27 Cap with 
inner ring

P-Alm Cap
REI-120II S 
  Overcap 

Material: PP
Molding: injection

Material: PP
Molding: injection

Bottle material: Biomass PET
Molding method: injection stretch blow molding

 The dose of the dedicated pump can be selected
 from the available 0.3cc, 0.5cc and 1.0cc pumps.
Please choose according to the nature of the contents.

Containers made with plant-derived raw materials
These containers are made with biomass materials in
which molasses from plants (sugar cane etc.) is used as 
a raw material so that the ethylene used in the production 
of the resin is bio-based. 

This environmentally friendly product significantly reduces
the amount of petrochemical-derived raw materials used in the 
production of new bottles by allowing the repeated usage of the 
Cap and Case. This system also reduces the amount of disposed
plastic after the refill bottle is used-up.  

Remove the over cap①
② Remove the pump and
the empty bottle.

Unscrew the pump
from the empty bottle.

①
②
Attach the pump to the new refill bottle.
Place the pump and the new refill bottle
in the case and then the over cap 
on the pump. 

REI-80II assembly
        drawing

REI-120IIS assembly
         drawing

REI-120ⅡS Outer CaseREI-80ⅡOuter Case


